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The World Teacher Disclosed Jul 12 2021 This book is based on my research, which is
essentially a large gathering of evidence, ranging from prophecies (both ancient and new),
recent declarations from high-level people around the world, as well as some statements in
the words of the World Teacher himself and my own personal experiences, tending to
proove that the Second Coming of Christ in visible form has occurred, that he was born in a
conventional, natural and easy way. All elements in this book follow a logical sequence,
coming together to form a perfect puzzle, and each aspect can be further broadened and
deepened almost to infinity. I therefore set some limits to the scope of this present work, but
did my best for it still to be utterly fascinating and to stir awakening in your mind and heart.
Of course, if you do not agree with me, I can understand your doubts. However, it should be

noted that no one has yet managed to move my ideas from the position where I stand firmly
and joyously, but do not think for a minute that my conclusions are based in fanaticism, far
from it, actually. I'm at my core a genuinely free individual, of a very inquisitive nature. I
try to look at the world in its totality and to move toward the goal which is Eternal and
Harmonious Development for all.
The Hearing of God May 10 2021 When we consider the hearing of God in terms how He
can hear your words, which, for example, you distribute to prevent a possible disaster at a
nuclear reactor there, on the plane, anywhere, in the organism there, then it turns out that He
hears, because He does not want it either. And He does so, that it would not occur. It means,
hearing arises from the co-directional motions - in fact, the motions of the same events, in
general. Well, take the same car: all cars when they move in the same form, then, as if
moving in space, the future shape of the space appears to be in the form of some streets or
roads somewhere there. And they move into this form, where the outer shape can be the
form given by God in terms of human perception. And another driver cannot hear a sound
of a nearby car; but he also moves in the same direction. He understands at the same time,
what sound another car has. Here the sound is converted into what he understands that if it
moves, then this car has this sound.
Unified System of Knowledge Jun 30 2020 Recently the world has shown great interest to
the work of Grigori P. Grabovoi, head of the "International Program for health improvement
of man". The method of health improvement includes diagnostics, information processing,
recovery process. Grigori P. Grabovoi puts into practice all work cycles, using his abilities
of clairvoyance and remote information control. Digital diagnostics is performed in
addition. Grigori P. Grabovoi says: “I see my mission not only in curing. I perform matter
regeneration (recovery) regardless of the initial state. This proves irrationality of
destruction, shows the technology of salvation, and implements the fundamental principles
of the world's ecological safety".Since Grigori P. Grabovoi regenerates after natural death,
cures the 4th stage of cancer and the 4th stage of AIDS, when many organs are also
destroyed, he naturally heals from any disease. Thus, Grigori P. Grabovoi implements the
principle of non-dying as a method of preventing the global catastrophe threatening the
whole world. Recovery cycle can be performed remotely without distance limitations.The
program includes both the elimination of man-made disasters that could lead to global
catastrophes, as well as control of events that overcome critical conditions as a result.
Hayrukulus Oct 23 2019 "Hayrúkulus" writing was originated by Grabovoi Grigori
Petrovich in russian language in 2000 was complemented by Grabovoi G.P.
The Teaching of Grigori Grabovoi about God. The Control of the Horizon of Events in
Eternal Life. Jun 23 2022 The text of the work was first created by Grabovoi G.P. during
the seminar the 14th of July 2015. When creating the seminar the method of eternal
development with the exact forecasting of future events was applied. 100% confirmation of
forecasts made by Grabovoi G.P. is proved in protocols and certificates, published in 3volume edition "Practice of control. Way of salvation".
Restoration of the Human Organism Through Concentration on Numbers Feb 19 2022
Grabovoi, a respected clairvoyant, healer, and specialist in energy informatics, presents the
method of improving conditions of health through concentrating on seven-, eight-, and ninedigit numbers, which he received in the course of his practical work.

The Teachings of Grigori Grabovoi About God May 22 2022 The Author's webinar
Conducted by Grigori P. Grabovoi on October 24, 2015
Prk-1u Nov 23 2019 30 Controls for the PRK-1U, was created by Dr. Grigori Grabovoi,
based on his great scientific research and his registered patents. There are no analog devices
in the world. The device will be configured according to the personal parameters of those
who sign a contract when acquire the device or by using it Online 24/7 at IVIDEON
platform. By concentrating on the device, it is possible to develop one's own consciousness
to be able to control events (including health) in order to improve them, develop
clairvoyance, and be able to design favorable future events. The device was designed to
develop the following concentration types: Concentration for any event or situation
(including health) Concentration to rejuvenate Concentration for the development and
clairvoyance control Concentration for the forecasting control development Concentration
for the Eternal Life Development The strength of concentrations and the development of
consciousness due to the concentration, is the same. But the physical device has an
advantage: when the device is turned on, the person who is at 3 meters distance and is the
one who was configured in the device, will take to the norm all its events, even if that
person is not concentrated. Why the person has to be concentrated if the physical device is
turned on and taking to the norm the events? Because when it is concentrated, the
consciousness of the person is being developed and if the consciousness is developed, the
person can take to the norm its own events without the device, and besides will develop the
clairvoyance.
Introductory Course on the Teachings of Grigori Sep 21 2019 The Teachings of Grigori
Grabovoi is appointed to achieve eternal life by all. Those who received the knowledge of
the Teachings should pass them to others through teaching. Therefore, the introductory
course consists of recommendations for the teachers on the Teachings of Grigori Grabovoi.
For teaching the Teachings, you can get a personal license, a sublicense or sign a contract
with an organization that has a license to propagate the Teachings. Information of the
introductory course shall obligatory be verbally delivered at lectures and seminars on the
Teachings of Grigori Grabovoi "On Salvation and Eternal Harmonious Development".The
picture used in the design of the cover is an author's picture of Grigori Grabovoi from his
book of images "Manifestations of Eternity". Foreshortening of images, in this book, fills
you with eternity.
Path to Eternity Dec 05 2020 I consider this book a textbook for all those who choose to
study the Teachings and practice of Grigori Grabovoi's Technology of Salvation.Using the
Technology of Consciousness, it has been proven that even diseases such as cancer and
AIDS in the last stage can be cured. He teaches all people in the world to use of the
Technologies of Salvation, and our goal is to learn to save ourselves and others. Grigori
Grabovoi has given a lot of unique and new information that humanity has not yet dreamed
of. He teaches a tool to act as effectively as the Creator. In the lectures knowledge comes to
him directly from the Creator.
Concentration Exercises Oct 03 2020 Grabovoi's exercises teach people how to control
events in their lives by using different concentration techniques. The exercises will help
people grow spiritually and guarantee continued development.
Patents for Inventions Feb 25 2020 According to Grabovoi, the application of an object that

generates bioelectrical signals further promotes normalization of the situation in the zone of
the anticipated catastrophe. The device operation proves that a person, by creating a
bioelectric signal using the concentrations method in accordance with Grabovoi's
techniques, can normalize the "situation in the zone of the anticipated catastrophe."
Practical Guide to Using Number Sequences Sep 26 2022 Each number sequence is a
combination of numbers, which form a specific frequency. The concentration, visualization
and daily use of them, allows you to make a positive change with respect to your Health,
Love, Happiness and Money. As a result, you will generate harmonious relationships with
your environment.Illness appears as a result of a deviation from the norm. You can change
any situation by using number sequences and receiving their vibrations. Through the use of
Dr. Grigori Grabovoi's methods, you can return to the Divine norm.This book was born to
help you achieve your goals.
Rejuvenation Program Aug 21 2019 THE LOVE CELL OF THE CREATOR CAN
REJUVENATE USThe love cell of the Creator can rejuvenate us. Send impulses of love for
regeneration from within, so that you perceive total harmony.Visualize a column of light
from the Creator, entering through the crown to a one part of your back (below the left
shoulder), where there is a tiny cell, very bright, with all the information of the Creator. See
it with love, and feel the love of the Creator. From that cell send light to your organs, and
see how your skin rejuvenates. Enlighten your heart and thank for the rejuvenation.
Control de la Voluntad Jul 20 2019 Hola de nuevo El tema de mi seminario de hoy es mi
ense•anza sobre Dios. Control de la voluntad.En este tema, considero el sustrato de la
voluntad, cuando se dirige al sistema de control, en primer lugar, c•mo se puede visualizar
que la voluntad existe en t•rminos de control y c•mo se puede usar, por as• decirlo, en el
control.Desde el punto de vista del control, cualquier concentraci•n, •s•? ... cualquier sistema
de control de la voluntad, es un tipo de impulso que viene de Usted, una cierta especie de
esfera, •s•? o digamos, alguna masa de informaci•n que de alguna manera o de manera directa,
depende de usted, afecta radicalmente el sistema, incluido el •ptico y el sistema de acci•n.Y as•
obtiene una pr•xima acci•n, es decir, est• concentrando la voluntad, •verdad? ... para lograr
algo. Pero la concentraci•n de voluntad no significa que la acci•n se est• llevando a cabo. Es
posible concentrar la voluntad, pero al mismo tiempo solo prepararse para la acci•n, es decir,
la concentraci•n de la voluntad es necesaria para preparar alguna acci•n.
Teachings about Eternal Life Nov 04 2020 The text of the work was first created by
Grabovoi G.P. during the seminar the 4th of August 2003. When creating the seminar the
method of eternal development with the exact forecasting of future events was applied.
100% confirmation of forecasts made by Grabovoi G.P. is proved in protocols and
certificates, published in 3-volume edition “Practice of control. Way of salvation”.When
creating the text of the seminar Grabovoi G.P. at first got exact forecast of future events and
then created the text teaching the eternal development taking into account the specific
events of the future, concerning every person and the world as a whole.
The Teaching of Grigori Grabovoi about God. The Technologiesof Eternal
Development. Structuring of the Basic Level of Consciousness for Ensuring Eternal
Life. Jun 11 2021 The author says: In order to ensure eternal life for the physical body, you
should have a supporting area of Consciousness, and to do this it is desirable to allocate in
your own Consciousness, some basic area and structure this basic area to ensure eternal life

through Consciousness.
Einführung in die Methoden nach der Lehre von Grigori Grabovoi - Apr 28 2020 Die Lehre
von Grigori Grabovoi über die Rettung und harmonische Entwicklung“ Ein Ziel der Lehre
„die allgemeine Rettung und harmonische Entwicklung“ von Grigori Grabovoi ist sowohl
die allgemeine Rettung als auch die Rettung jeder Persönlichkeit; es geht um die
Gewährleistung einer ewigen, schöpferischen und harmonischen Entwicklung. Eine
Schwerpunktaufgabe der Lehre von Grigori Grabovoi ist die reale Verhinderung einer
möglichen globalen Katastrophe. „Die praktische Realisierung meiner Lehre ist darauf
gegründet, dass die Schüler ihr Handeln zuerst mittels des Bewusstseins zur Rettung aller
und zur Verhinderung einer globalen Katastrophe bestimmen und dadurch auch ihre
persönlichen Aufgaben lösen. Dabei erstreckt sich das Licht des Bewusstseins auf die
Lichtvorstellung eines beliebigen Ereignisses und auf dessen schöpferische Steuerung. Das
bedeutet: Je öfter Sie die Methoden und Technologien der Lehre von Grigori Grabovoi für
die Lösung Ihrer Aufgaben verwenden, desto besser ist das für die Rettung aller. Deshalb
können Sie, indem Sie die Lehre von Grigori Grabovoi anwenden und verbreiten,
schnellstmöglich ein erwünschtes Ergebnis bekommen, denn es gilt das Gesetz: „Jeder, der
im Sinne aller handelt, erhält vom Schöpfer das Seine.
The Resurrection of People and Eternal Life from Now on Is Our Reality! Sep 02 2020 The
work “The Resurrection of People and Eternal Life From Now On Is Our Reality!” was
created by Grigori Petrovich Grabovoi in Russian in the period from 2000 till February
2001, on the basis of his early manuscripts.
The Teachings of Grigori Grabovoi Aug 01 2020 Seminars conducted by Grigori P.
Grabovoi in Russian on May 17 and May 28, 2001
The Teachings of Grigori Grabovoi about Consciousness Feb 07 2021 The Author's
seminar Conducted by Grigori Grabovoi on October 15, 2003. In this seminar, the author
says: «And firstly, I would like to consider the issue of exactly the recovery level of this
level of the Teaching. Because when we talk about consciousness, firstly, we consider the
element of human perception, precisely the element when a person perceives himself, and
here the main element is that a person is considering his own Soul, which created him, but
through spiritual consciousness».
The Teachings of Grigori Grabovoi About God. Mar 08 2021 The Author's webinar
conducted by Grigori P. Grabovoi on September 01, 2015
The Teachings of Grigori Grabovoi About God Oct 15 2021 The Author's webinar
Conducted by Grigori P. Grabovoi on October 12, 2015
Vision of God Jan 06 2021 Then, for man, the Soul of God is also the manifested material
world. First, it is his degree of thinking towards God, that is, how much he reaches God in
his thinking, and then some already manifested material processes go. By comparing this,
for example, with the physiological level of a person, it can be said in such a way, that a
person, for example, there, when waking up or being born, he first examines the internal
structure of the organism, that is, well, what is always with him. The simplest postulate for a
person is to have what is always with him. So, it is, for example, as if his constant vision of
his bodily structure. And considering body as the physiological structure of the Soul in
terms of its action, for example, in infinite development - specifically in this position - we
can quite say that by analogy with this, God sees firstly the whole world. That is, when He

turns to the Soul, He also can see His own structure of the organization of His own Soul.
After all, for God, who can create everything, it means, He can create His own Soul
practically at the same time. There is a fundamental difference between God and man in
terms of action. Because when we want to learn how to do what God does, we must see
what we can learn. It is again an absolutely applied mechanism of action here: we must
obligatorily see the difference.
God's Mental Medicine Chest - the Workbook. Based on the Russian Cures (E. G.
Grigori Grabovoi) Dec 25 2019
The Teachings of Grigori Grabovoi about God. the Technology of Teaching Eternal Life
Apr 09 2021 The Author's webinar Conducted by Grigori P. Grabovoi on September 25,
2015
The Teaching of Grigori Grabovoi about the Soul Sep 14 2021 Here, Dr. Grigori
GRABOVOI's position on the Soul formulates the technology of the work of the Soul,
doing a most wondrous job of transformation by providing actionable knowledge in ways
that encourage control and instant action. Implementing this knowledge attentively, its
complex simplicity as if ignites a very insightful process and experience, while also making
absolute sense in terms of its axiomatic principles, their application and of course, the
results.If you are interested to take a next serious step towards your spiritual development
and growth, perhaps this exceptional book with its theory and practical ways of thinking
will be a key to your current process for further progress in your personal management and
in global salvation. Considering Dr. GRABOVOI's axiom that, the Soul of man is built
according to the same laws as the physical body of The One God, one can see that the Soul
is already eternal because It is built according to the same laws. Did you know that your
Soul is always in action, never sleeps, and that It always starts working immediately at
whatever stage of a situation when asked by your Consciousness? Do you wish to know
more about the properties and qualities, the special characteristics of your own Soul? For
example, for the Soul, the control is always action - to improve and to normalize (i.e. make
to the norm of the Creator) as It was created with these qualities. The norm is how God
makes the norm, how the plants and animals grow, how the World is transformed, how the
person breathes in general - this is the technology of human healing. One can restore oneself
by thinking since it is the Soul that creates thought. Therefore, it is sufficient to develop
one's Consciousness to the level one is really indestructible, to the level of realization of
reality towards the norm, towards the physical body of the One God for self-realization and
its translation to the rest of the World. God does for all at once; so you do for all and for
yourself. So, you can use your Soul to help yourself. Upon reading and studying this book
you can find out ways of thinking that can inspire you, for example: - to learn to control
through your understanding and through your logic - to start to understand life with your
Soul and to act at the Soulic level of your perception - to make the decision that you want to
be healthy and are healthy - to reach the state of complete internal tranquillity by the
presence of your Soul - to feel your health and be healthy regardless of anything and
everything - to activate your spiritual physical body - to reach the spiritual state where your
body is absolutely healthy - to see God in your physical body and to be in the Light of the
physical body of God - to use your Soul as the instrument to transport Love everywhere - to
learn how God created and created you - to cultivate your awareness to use your Soul to

help yourself 319_817_318 718_648519_71
The Teaching of Grigori Grabovoi about God. Correction of Crisis Situations. Apr 21 2022
In this seminar Grigori Grabovoi explains how to fix a situation that can be called a
crisis.The text of the work was first created by Grigori Grabovoi during the seminar the
16th of October 2004. When creating the seminar the method of eternal development with
the exact forecasting of future events was applied. 100% confirmation of forecasts made by
Grigori Grabovoi is proved in protocols and certificates, published in 3-volume edition
"Practice of control. Way of salvation". The picture used in the design of the cover is an
author's picture of Grigori Grabovoi from his book of images "Manifestations of Eternity".
Foreshortening of images, in this book, fills you with eternity.
Números Para El Éxito Empresarial Y Negocios Exitosos Grigori Grabovoi Jan 26 2020 En
todo momento el contacto con negocios y trabajos es parte del día a día, esto nos obliga a
estar conscientes del valor de encontrarnos muy bien en esta área tan importante de la vida.
Este libro te dará herramientas tan eficaces como rápidas para resolver los problemas por
los que atraviesa tu empresa o negocio.Aprenderás mientras avanzas a una riqueza
expansiva: ? Mas de 1000 Secuencias Numéricas Exclusivas para prosperar tu negocio.?
Pilotajes para controlar la realidad financiera.? Aprende a incrementar tu percepción.?
Desarrolla tu clarividencia para prever un futuro de abundancia.? Agrega herramientas
únicas a tu repertorio para una tu prosperidad creciente.? Maravilloso para autodidactas del
desarrollo espiritual y personal.? A los terapeutas les permitirá acceder a sistemas aplicables
a clientes, seres queridos y mejorar su repertorio.Grigori Grabovoi ha desarrollado sus
métodos por décadas, contando hoy día con mas de 30 años de comprobación científica
internacional. Uniendo su clarividencia natural con la ciencia exacta de las matemáticas,
Grigori Grabovoi ofrece a la humanidad maneras claras de modificar para bien nuestra vida
y la de los demás. En este libro el se enfoca en los negocios, los cuales juegan un rol vital
para el desarrollo espiritual personal y colectivo de la humanidad."Este libro contiene series
numéricas que, aplicadas a términos, definiciones y nociones del mundo de los negocios, te
permitirán desarrollar con éxito tu propia empresa, en base a tecnologías de desarrollo
perpetuo."
The Teachings of Grigori Grabovoi about God. Controlling Personal Tasks Nov 16
2021 The text of the work was created for the first time by Grigori Grabovoi during his
seminar on on May 6th, 2004.When creating the text of the webinar Grigori Grabovoi at
first got exact forecast of future events and then created the text teaching the eternal
development taking into account the specific events of the future, concerning every person
and the world as a whole. The picture used in the design of the cover is an author's picture
of Grigori Grabovoi from his book of images "Manifestations of Eternity". Foreshortening
of images, in this book, fills you with eternity.
Applied Structures of the Creating Field of Information May 30 2020 Study guide on the
course by Grigori Petrovich Grabovoi "Technology of preventive forecasting and safe
development" The work "Applied structures of the creating field of information" was
created by Grigori Petrovich Grabovoi in Russian in February, 1998
Educational System of Grigori Grabovoi Jul 24 2022 Grabovoi's system of education is
based on the fact that he provides knowledge even before a person is born. His system is
based on concentration and on the transfer of knowledge that can be done by the parents of

the baby, grandparents, and any people who are in a position to consider that someone is
about to have a baby.
The Teaching of Grigori Grabovoi about God. The System of Adaptive Restoration.
Jan 18 2022 The author explains how a person can manage any problematic events. The text
of the work was first created by Grigori Grabovoi during the seminar the 9th of March,
2005. When creating the text of the seminar Grabovoi G.P. at first got exact forecast of
future events and then created the text teaching the eternal development taking into account
the specific events of the future, concerning every person and the world as a whole. The
picture used in the design of the cover is an author's picture of Grigori Grabovoi from his
book of images "Manifestations of Eternity". Foreshortening of images, in this book, fills
you with eternity.
The Teaching of Grigori Grabovoi about God. Rapid Development of Controlling
Clairvoyance and Controlling Forecast to Ensure Eternal Life by Physical Body. Aug
13 2021 The text of the work was first created by Grigori Grabovoi during the seminar the
29th of December 2015.The structures of the personality as consciousness, spirit, soul from
the point of view of their organization from the physical body are considered in the topic of
this seminar. First, the physical body of a person is considered, and then this consideration
is extended to the physical bodies of other living beings. Then the technology of organizing
the physical body of a person is considered from the point of view of God, and specific
management methods are given for the rapid development of controlling clairvoyance and
forecasting to ensure eternal life.When creating the text of the seminar Grigori Grabovoi at
first got exact forecast of future events and then created the text teaching the eternal
development taking into account the specific events of the future, concerning every person
and the world as a whole. The picture used in the design of the cover is an author's picture
of Grigori Grabovoi from his book of images "Manifestations of Eternity". Foreshortening
of images, in this book, fills you with eternity.
Numbers for Successful Business Aug 25 2022 (ENGLISH EDITION) In this publication
number series are given applying which, in accordance with terms, definitions and notions,
in business one can successfully give prominence to his own business on the basis of
technologies of eternal development. Economy is considered as various types of people's
activity and over human society activity in general, which allows people and society to
supply themselves with physical resources for life. Alongside with that the economy of
eternal development is directed, first of all, to reproduction by natural means of
nonrenewable resources required for eternal development. Then the economy of eternal
development defines the necessity of getting means for renewable life sphere which is
produced by natural, social and technogenic methods. A human being is basis of such
economy realization. Since ideas and practical activity of people are oriented to eternal
development, so they create economic structure of society of eternal development.
The Teachings of Grigori Grabovoi About God Mar 20 2022 The Author's webinar
Conducted by Grigori P. Grabovoi on October 17, 2015
Introduction to the Methods of Grigori Grabovoi Oct 27 2022 The teachings of Grabovoi
are concerned with securing eternal, creative, and harmonious development. A focal point
of this teaching is the actual prevention of a possible global catastrophe.
The Teachings of Grigori Grabovoi about God. Controlling the Goals Dec 17 2021 The

author writes: "In this thread, I will show how the goal that you have created, for example,
how the beginning of control, this goal needs to be controlled, how to bring it to the level of
concentration, and so on. That is, the methods of this seminar apply to any goals that you set
primarily as a target".The picture used in the design of the cover is an author's picture of
Grigori Grabovoi from his book of images "Manifestations of Eternity". Foreshortening of
images, in this book, fills you with eternity.
Doctrine of the Earth Jun 18 2019 The text of the work was first created by Grabovoi G.P.
during the seminar the 4th of November 2003. When creating the seminar the method of
eternal development with the exact forecasting of future events was applied. 100%
confirmation of forecasts made by Grabovoi G.P. is proved in protocols and certificates,
published in 3-volume edition “Practice of control. Way of salvation”.When creating the
text of the seminar Grabovoi G.P. at first got exact forecast of future events and then created
the text teaching the eternal development taking into account the specific events of the
future, concerning every person and the world as a whole.
Numbers of Stars for Eternal Life Mar 28 2020 The distant stars, from which only the
light can be seen by physical eyesight, have subtle connections with the Soul of man. Man
can perceive the light of his Soul with physical eyesight, which is mixed with the color of
human body. You can see with this understanding, that the starlight is crossed and
combined with the light of the Soul at a distance from human body and on human body at
the physical level. The Light of stars, in a sense, is an element of eternity in terms of the
fact, that such light often reaches a human individual in millions of light-years, and it is
simultaneously a gateway to the world, that is on the other side of a star, and it is infinite.
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